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RELATIVITY AND ITS PRECURSORS
BY ROBERT P. RICHARDSON
THE theory of relativity takes its root in a view which, though
a commonplace to all thoughtful modern scientists, accepted
alike by Relativists and anti-Relativists, appears to the man in the
street as a startling paradox. Even to the philosopher, if he be-
longs to a certain school of thought, it has the appearance of a
metaphysical heresy and one which he is liable to label by the title
of relativism, a practice tending to confuse the issue when the rela-
tivity of modern physics is under discussion.
The view in question has to do with motion, something which in
the opinion of the unscientific man is a self-given reality, like red-
ness or sweetness, so that he can see no necessity whatever for
inquiry into its nature. And there might indeed be no need of this
if mankind had no more to do with motion than to gaze lazily at
the movements taking place under our eyes. But such is not the
case ; science must measure motion with precision and be able to
describe its course and its speed. That this may be done it is re-
quisite for motion to be referred to something taken as standard of
immobility, or, more precisely put, referred to a system of coordinates
based on three non-collinear points taken as fixed and immovable.
And the doctrine mentioned above, and which, as has been said, is not
that which distinguishes relativity from other theories of physics,
is that unless this prerequisite has been fulfilled it is nonsense to
speak of motion in a scientific discussion ; that motion is necessarily
always motion relative to something.
In a somewhat broader sense, in which it is applicable to every-
day life as well as to the domain of science, the doctrine is that mo-
tion cannot be intelligibly spoken of save as a change of observable
phenomena, and indeed one consisting of change in distance, in di-
rection, or in both, of something as regards something else. The
view that motion has as its essence a change of observable phe-
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n<inieiia was ])Iainly set forth ])v Leibniz who. replying to tlie con-
tenti< n that "the fact of movement is independent of observation.'"
remarked: "Movement is indeed independent of observation but it
is not independent of observability. There is no movement when
there is no observable change. And in fact when there is no ob-
servable change there is no change at all. " Leibniz contended that
s])ace was something purely relative, merely "the order of bodies
among themselves." and regarded as absurd the doctrine of absolute
space and the "fiction of a material I'lnite universe promenading as
a whole through an infinite emj)ty space." Leibniz, in short, took
substantially the ground delineated by Sir John Ilerschell in the
words: "Space in its ultimate analysis is nothing but an assemblage
of distances and directions." L'nder this, the only rational view,
the situation of a body in syiTice is constituted by its distances and
directions from other bodies, and it would be well to distinguish the
position of a body from its situation. Just as a man is said to be
in different situations when he is facing and when he has his back
turned to the observer (such a difference in j^osture having been
regarded 1)\' Aristotle as of sufficient importance for consideration
under a separate category) so a rotating sphere may be considered
as CI nstantly changing its position while remaining all the while
in its original situation. The situation of a point of a body, usually
called a "point of space" may for greater clearness be termed a site.
A true ]Doint is the intersection of lines on a material body, while a
true line is the intersection or boundary of surfaces and must be
distinguished from the patJi through s])ace of a mo\ing point, often
im]jro])erly called a "line," a distinction the im])ortance of which
will be manifest later.
The influence exercised by Leibniz on the jihilosophy of physi-
cal science was far less than that of his great contem])orary and
rival. Xewton. and the authority of the latter lent support to (|uite
a dift'erent doctrine. Xewton refrained, he said, from defining time,
space, i)lace and motion because they were well known to everyone.
He added, however, "Only I must observe that the vulgar con-
ceive these (juantities under no other notions but from the rela-
tion they bear to sensible objects." Newton held that, on the con-
trary, "In i^hilosophical disquisitions we ought to abstract from
our senses, and consider things themselves, distinct from what are
onlv sensible measures of them." He distinguished between relative
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and absolute place and motion, stating that "Absolute motion is
the translation of a body from one absolute place into another ; and
relative motion the translation from one relative place into another."
"Place is a part of space which a body takes up." "But because the
parts of space cannot be seen or distinguished from one another
by our senses, therefore in their stead we use sensible measures of
them. For from the situations and distances of things from any
body considered as immovable, we define all places ; and then with
respect to such places, we estimate all motions, considering bodies
as transferred from some of these places into others. And so in-
stead of absolute places and motions we use relative ones."
^Nleasurabilitv was, in point of fact, the chief characteristic of
the new physical science that was being built up in the days of
Xewton. The new physics substituted precise quantitative concep-
tions of motion, mass, force, etc. for the vague qualitative con-
ceptions of the Aristotelian and Scholastic theories. Relative mo-
tion, since it alone could be measured, was the only kind of motion
really relevant in physical inquiries. A relative place can be deter-
mined by measuring its distance and direction from a given body
;
a relative motion likewise can be perceived and measured. But
the alleged absolute place and absolute motion, those vestiges of
the old physics which Xewton strove to retain in the new, elude
not only all measurement but even all perception. There is no way
of specifying the absolute place of anything and none of measuring
absolute motion ; these cannot even be perceived. Indeed X'ewton
himself remarked that "it may be that there is no body really at
rest to which the places and motions of others may be referred."
"Xo other places," said he, "are immovable but those that from
infinity to infinity do retain the same given situations one to an-
other ; and upon this account must e\ er remain unmoved ; and do
hereby constitute what I call immovable space."
Xewton does not appear to have considered the question of
what absolute motion could be in itself. He took the naive stand
that there was no necessity of inquiring into the nature of the ab-
solute motion whose existence he affirmed, and apparently failed to
see that in every case of motion there must be implied some sensi-
ble standard of reference, tacitly if not explicitly. Had he been
able to cast ofif completely the trammels of the ancient teachings
he would have realized that even when the adjective "absolute" is
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affixed, it is impossible to say intelligibly that a body is at rest or in
motion per sc. Such a statement has no meaning unless another
phrase is added to the elTcct that the motion or rest is in reference
to something else specified therein. Xewton api)rchended that the
observable phenomena of recession or tendency of recession from a
certain axis in a body ( e.g. the earth ) ought to be interpreted as evi-
dence of that body being in abs(jlute motion of rotation around that
axis, and so formulated the laws of mechanics as to necessitate this
intcr])retati<)n being made. Had he boldly taken these centrifugal
phenomena not as evidences of motion in reference to nothing in par-
ticular bit as basis fcr the very definition of "absolute motion of ro-
tation" his standpoint would have been unassailable. Plainly how-
ever he would thereby have been giving a new and decidedly non-
natural meaning to the word "motion," and this he was not pre-
pared to do.
Following the lead of Xewton. physicists for several centuries
continued to speak vaguely of an "absolute motion" which was un-
measurable, while dealing solely with relative motion amenable to
their measurements. Clarification of the topic did not come until
the last half of the nineteenth century, and was due to two very
remarkable men : Carl Xcumann and Ernst Alach. These scien-
tists, on considering the classical laws of dynamics which speak of
uniform motion in a straight ])ath, put the question whether or not
these laws could be affirmed without reservation as to the reference
system in view, and found the answer to be in the negative. And
this is indeed quite obvious, for a path that is straight under some
systems of coordinates will not be straight under others. Thus a
body moving in a rectilinear path under a system of coordinates
based on the sun as standard of immobility will not usually move
rectilinearly when the earth is taken as standard of immobility. As
an illustration of this suppose there to be a balloon suspended
above the earth and rotating around a vertical axis. .And suppose
a body to move uj)ward vertically from the earth to the balloon col-
linearly to this axis, striking the center of the bottom of the balloon
while another body also moving up vertically strikes the periphery
of the bottom. Moreover suppose a third body to move horizontally
towards the balloon in what is a straight path from the standpoint
of earth as reference body, and let the three paths from this stand-
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point be of equal length. ^ We have then rectilinear motion of
three bodies over equal distances. All this is from the standpoint of
a system of coordinates based on the earth, that is, based on taking
the earth as standard of immobility. But suppose now that a new
system of coordinates be adopted, based on the balloon as stan-
dard of immobility, this being regarded as stationary while the earth
is supposed to rotate not around its ordinary polar axis but around
the vertical axis passing through the center of the bottom of the
balloon. Under this system of coordinates the first body will as
before have moved in a straight path, but the second will have
moved in a helix and the third in a spiral and these three paths will
not be equal in length. And if the balloon, besides rotating as re-
gards the earth, is moving upward vertically with a speed equal
to that of the second body, then when change is made to the bal-
loon as reference basis the path of the second body will be a closed
circle. To visualize these facts we may suppose the second and
third bodies to carry bits of lead pencils which trace the paths they
have taken as marks on sheets of paper. The earth reference sys-
tem w ill be represented by a vertical paper cylinder and by a hori-
zontal sheet of paper, both attached to the earth. The balloon
reference system will likewise be represented by a paper cylinder
and a flat sheet of paper, but these will be attached to the balloon.
Even a person unversed in the technique of analytical geometry
can see in this way the difference between the paths under the two
systems of reference and percei^•e that what will be straight under
one coordinate system may be helicoidal or circular or spiral under
another. And thus the im]:)ropriety of calling the path of a moving
point a "line" is apparent. For a line is something absolute and
immutable, entirely independent of the reference system in view,
while a path is relative its character depending on what is taken
as standard of immobility.
-
It is hence obvious that Galileo's law which asserts that a ma-
terial point set in motion and then completely left to itself, no ex-
1 Strictly speaking we should consider not the path of each body as a
whole, but the path of some particular point on each body.
2Further discussion of this very important distinction between paths and
lines and also a more thorough investigation of relativity, special and general,
will be found in the forthcoming second part of a work by the present writer
in collaboration with Professor Landis : Fiindaspcntal Conceptions of Modern
Mathematics, the first part of which, Variables and Qxuintities, was published
by the Open Court Publishing Co. some years ago.
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ternal iiitlueiiccs actiiij,' upon it. will move in a straight j^ath and
pass over, in cf|ual times, c<iual distances measured along the path,
is incom])lete and indefinite. I-'or it does not say what reference sys-
tem is in view. The law assuredly cannot hold under all reference
systems, for if a given material point is, in conformity with the
law, moving uniformly in a straight jjath from the point of view
of one reference .system, we can always find another reference sys-
tem under which it is not moving in a straight path, so that under
this latter system the law is being violated. Here manv scientists
were inclined to imagine they could cut the Gordian knot and bru.sh
the whole problem aside with the remark that of course the laws
of dynamics are to be construed as referring to the true standard
of immobility. But the question at once arises ; What is the true
standard and why is it to be accepted as true? In what sense, for
instance, can it be asserted that taking the sun or the "fixed"' stars
as standard of immobility is any "truer" than taking the earth as
standard? In what sense is it legitimate to say that it is "true"
that the earth revolves around the sun and rotates on its axis and
"false" that the earth is stationary and the sun and fixed stars re-
volve around it in immense orbits once every twenty four hours?
Motion of bodies is essentially change of distances or directions be-
tween them. .And if wc ha\c in view two bodies with which such
change takes })lace we can e(|ually well say that the first is moving
and the second stationary, that the first is stationary and the second
moving, or that both are moving. The observed facts, the changes in
distance and direction, remain the same; we are merely using three
different ways of describing the same set of facts.
The problem then is far more subtle than the casual thinker
might imagine, and it was solved in one way by Neumann and in
(juite another by Mach. Neumann held fast to the classical theory
of mechanics and contended we must, to justify this, postulate the
existence in .some unknown ])art of space of a body unknown to us
(called Ijy him Alpha) which is absolutely rigid, its shape and
dimensions being unchanged through all eternity. He conceded in-
deed the possibility of basing an ".\lj)ba" reference system not on
a perfectly rigid body but ujion the "three so-called axes of inertia of
a material body" whose shape and dimensions were subject to
change, and even the possibility of the .system .\lj)ha being con-
stituted bv the chief axes of inertia of the universe, but neither
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the sun nor any known "fixed" star can be taken as standard of im-
mobility ; none of these can be regarded as stationary if the classical
laws of mechanics are to hold good. A body then is to be deemed
"truly" at rest or "truly" in motion according to whether it is at
rest or in motion as regards Alpha. The Alpha system of coordin-
ates is the standard of "absolute" motion, and the laws of mechanics
must be construed with this reference system in view. Neumann
considered also the standard of time. Since time is measured by
motion, the classical statement that a moving material point, in-
fluenced only by its own inertia, will pass over equal distances in
equal times presupposes a given motion taken as standard—as the
type of uniformity. And to obviate this difficulty Neumann pro-
posed to modify the statement in question by making it assert that
two moving material points, each of which is left to itself, will
move in such a manner that every distance travelled by the one
always corresponds to {i.e. is isochronous with) an equal distance
travelled by the other.
Neumann's procedure is evidently tantamount to taking the
classical laws of mechanics as constituting an implicit definition of
absolute motion. We must, he holds, take as the "true" system
of reference one which makes these laws hold good. Mach how-
ever looked at the matter from a different angle, and took the
standpoint of relativity, rejecting absolute motion altogether. "Ob-
viously," said he, "it does not matter w^hether we think of the earth
as turning round on its axis or as at rest while the celestial bodies
revolve around it. Geometrically these are exactly the same case
of a relative rotation of the earth and of the celestial bodies with
respect to one another. Only the first representation is astronomi-
cally more convenient and simpler. But if we think of the earth at
rest and the other celestial bodies revolving round it, there is no
flattening of the earth, no Focault's experinient, and so on— at least
according to our usual conception of the law of inertia." The dif-
ficulties w'hich Alach found in the law of inertia, he remarks, "ex-
actly coincide with those of X^eumann" but the latter's solution was
not the only one possible, there being really two alternatives
:
"Either all motion is absolute or our law of inertia is wrongly ex-
pressed. Neumann preferred the first supposition, I the second."
The law of inertia. Mach contended, ought to be so conceived that
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exactly the same thing rcsiiUs from the supposition of the earth as
stationary as from the usual supposition that it is moving.
The thesis thus set forth hy Mach is the standpoint of relativity,
of which what is now known as the theory of relativity is merely
the development in a perverted way. Thus the most important feat-
ure of the general relativity theory, its so-called law of gravitation,
which is not really a law of gravitation at all but a law of motion"'
is a realization (though an imperfect one) of the ex])ectations of
Mach that "integral laws, to use an expression of C. Neumann, will
some (lay take the ]>lace of the laws of mathematical elements, or
differential laws, that now make up the science of mechanics, and
that we shall have direct knowledge of the dependence on one an-
other of the sitrations of h< dies. In ^uch an event, the concei)t of
force will have become superfluors.
"
The constant coupling c f the word '"relativity" with the name of
Dr. Albert Einstein has made prevalent the erroneous impression
that relativity originated with that physicist, and if the casual
reader were asked to whom the theory of relativity was due he
would be likely to accredit the alpha and omega of it to Einstein.
This however is a gross error. The standpoint of relativity, as we
have seen, originated with Ernst Mach, and even the speculations
of that particular school of thought of which Einstein is the most
prominent figure cannot be accredited to him alone. Thus, with
what is known as the s]iecial theory, if we consider as paramount
factor not the detail work but the guiding thoughts by which this
was inspired, then the father of this special relativity theory was
undoubtedly Menri T^oincare.
Einstein, in working out the details of his special theory, fol-
lowed preciselv the path previously mapped out by Poincare as
suitable for developing a theory on the basis of relativity. It was
Poincare who pointed out the importance in such a scheme of the
mathematical formulas of the Dutch physicist. H. A. Lorentz (who
had indeed been anticipated by W. \'oigt in 1887) and introduced
the name "Lorentz transformation," so familiar to the readers of
Einstein's works. These formulas were at Einstein's disposal,
though it is claimed he had not read Lorentz's work, published in
'•The fundamental equation of Einstein's theory of gravitation does, it
is true, involve ten coefficients sometimes said to represent the potentials of
(/rarilatioii. and the subsidiary equations by which these coefficients are de-
termined are called the field equations of gravitation, but in these phrases the
word "gravitation" does not have its classical sense.
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1904, before writing his own fundamental article. This fundamental
article by Einstein, Znr Elektrodynamik hewcgter Kocrper, did not
appear rntil 19C5. but as early as 1898 Poincare (in La Mesiire du
Temps) had given utterance to the primary thought of the special
theory of relativity: that we cannot intelligibly speak of the simul-
taneity of two events occurring at places far apart without some
convention, constituting a criterion of simultaneity, and equivalent
to signalling between the two places, a signalling which would most
naturally be conceived to be carried on by means of light rays. This,
Poincare noted, led to the doctrine that "The simultaneity of two
events, or the order of their succession, the equality of two dura-
tions, are to be so defined that the enunciation of the laws of na-
ture may be as simple as possible." He also pointed out the possi-
bility of basing a "new rule for the investigation of simultaneity"
upon the postulate that "light has a constant speed, and in particu-
lar that its speed is the same in all directions." This postulate
which, somewhat enlarged, is one of the fundamental assumptions
of special relativity, Poincare asserted (though erroneously) was
one without which no measurement of the speed of light could be
made. It "could never be verified directly by measurement ; it might
however be contradicted by this if the results of different measure-
ments were not concordant."
Poincare (in La Thcorie de Lorent:^ ct le Principe de la Reac-
tion) envisaged correlating physical phenomena no longer to true
time but to Porentz's local times, and put forward the doctrine that
the laws of nature ought in their mathematical formulation be covar-
iant as regards Lorentz transformations. He foresaw the rise of a
new mechanics in which "the inertia increasing with the speed, the
speed of light would be a limit beyond which it would be impossible
to go" ( The Present and Future of Mathematical Physics, a. paper
read before the Congress of Arts and Sciences at St. Louis in 1904.)
It was Poincare who first made use of the name "postulate of rela-
tivity," which, however, he defined as the law of the impossibility
of finding experimental evidence for the absolute motion of the
earth. The theories of Minkowski, Einstein's most important co-
worker, likewise constituted a following out of Poincare's ideas.
In 1905, three years before Minkowski took the field, Poincare, in
L'espace et la Temps, remarked that it might be advisable to aban-
don the old view that time and space were "two entities entirely
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distinct which can he imagined separately" and to regard them as
"two parts of the same whole and two parts which are so closely
interwoven that we could not easily separate them." And he voiced
the thought that in the representation of motion the time concerned
might appear as a fourth and imaginary coordinate of space. Even
the relativist dogma that gravitation cannot be propagated instan-
taneously was foreseen by Poincare who pointed out that "in this
new mechanics there is no effect which is transmitted instantan-
eously."
In the general theory of relativity the basic thought is that of
Mach, I'ic. the rejilaccnicnt in dynamics of the law of gravitation by
a law of motion. I'ut in what Einstein built u]K)n this basis the
influence of Poincare is again manifest, l^instein, in considering
the motion of bodies in gravitational fields, where they do not move
uniformly over rectilinear paths, brought into play the conception
of a local puckering of "space-time," a deviation from its normal
character, to an extent depending on the strength of the gravita-
tional field, as an interpretation of this deviation from the normal
motion of a body, that is, its motion where no gravitational influ-
ence is apparent. And this is an obvious outgrowth from Poincare's
doctrine that if there were observed anomalous phenomena in the
transmission of light from distant stars which could be described
as deviation of light rays from their normal rectilinear courses
this could also be interpreted as a non-Euclidean structure of (a
non-zero cur\ature of) space. And in view of all these facts one
does not know at which to be the most astounded : the magnanimity
of Poincare who was always over-anxious that there should be
recognition of the labors of those who had reaped where he him-
self had sown, the a]:)athy of his friends after his death, or the pe-
culiar attitude of Einstein and his coterie, exemplified by P>orn of
Goettingen, who refers to Poincare as one of those who "collab-
orated" with Einstein in the development of the relativity theory
!
Eor years Mach battled for the standpoint of relativity almost
single-handed and under great discouragement. When he brought
to the attention of physici.sts the "indefiniteness, the difficulties and
the paradoxes" found alike by Neumann and himself in the law
of inertia in its classical form he encountered, he says, "disdain
and surprise" from almost all the physicists with whom he discussed
the subject. This is in striking contrast with the enthusiastic re-
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ception given the "relativity theory" of to-day. The contentions of
Mach and Neumann, having on their side merely irrefutable logic
were disdained. Relativity theory, so-called, notwithstanding the
fantastic and illogical features it embodies, has been acclaimed be-
cause of the allegation that certain predictions made by it, cer-
tain consequences flowing from it, have been verified by astron-
omical observations. Unfortunately in the eyes of many "scien-
tific" men, such a verification of the consequences of a theory is
sufficient to prove the truth of the premises from which these con-
sequences follow, no matter how preposterous these premises may
be in themselves. This pseudo-scientific mentality is undoubtedly
due to the divorce of science-teaching from logic. It is no exag-
geration to say that ninety per cent of college graduates in science
are unaware that true conclusions can follow from false premises
by perfectly sound processes of reasoning, and that at least fifty
per cent of the professional teachers of science are not alive to
this elementary logical truth and to its bearing on scientific hypo-
theses.
Mach's attitude towards "the Relativists" was an unfavorable
one. In his Principles of Physical Optics he said: " I must. . . .as
assuredly disclaim to be a forerunner of the relativists as I with-
hold from the atomistic belief of the present day." And he
promised to set forth in a later work "the reason why and the ex-
tent to which, I discredit the present-dav relativity theory, which
I find to be growing more and more dogmatic, together with the
particular reasons which have led me to srch a view—the consider-
ations based on the physiology of the senses, the theoretical ideas,
and above all the conceptions resulting from my experiments." This
repugnance to stand as godfather to the divagations of the Relativ-
ists is natural, but it must not blind us to the fact that the "rela-
tivity theory" is unquestionably an ofitshoot of the doctrines taught
by Mach. The quintessence of Mach's standpoint of relativity is
embodied in his protest against the classical formulation of the
law of inertia because it failed to take into account systems of
coordinates based on reference bodies rotating (or in other difiform
motion) as regards the Alpha system, but could be asserted only
when the system of reference in view was Galileian, that is, was
based on Alpha or on some other system of coordinates which, as
regards Alpha, was either at rest or in uniform motion of transla-
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tic)n. And we can only regard as a development of this the more
sweeping demand put forward as the General Principle of Relativ-
ity, the postulate that "The laws of physics must be so constituted
that they remain valid for any system of coordinates moving in
any manner."
The theory of relati\ity. as set forth by Einstein and his school,
is subdixidcd into two parts. The first, the theory of special rela-
tivity, deals solely with (lalileian reference systems, and in it there
is enunciated the S])ecial Postulate of Relativity wliich runs: "If
a system of coordinates. K, is chosen .so tb.at in relation to it ])hysi-
cal laws hold good in their simplest form, the same laws also hold
good in relation to any other system of coordinates, K', moving in
uniform translation relatively to K." Thus in the special theory
of relativity there are jirivileged reference systems which are alone
considered. And in the use made of this postulate it is assumed,
rather gratuitously, that when K is chosen in accordance with these
specifications it (and hence all the other privileged reference sys-
tems) will be Cialileian. That is. precisely the same reference sys-
tems are given special privileges in the Sj^ecial Theory of Einstein
as in the Galileian-Xewtonian Theory. P>y the side of his special
relativity postulate Einstein puts forth a postulate concerning the
speed of light to the efifect that, when in a vacuum and tminfluenced
bv gravitation, every ray of light moves, as regards what he calls
"the stationary coordinate system" ( /. e. whichever Galileian co-
ordinate system happens to be first taken into account) in a
rectilinear path with the constant speed of c (that is about 186000)
miles ]ier second, regardless of whether the light is emitted from a
body at rest or from one in motion. And here, of course, he is de-
viating from the classical theory of light propagation, for by this
the speed of light was not understood to be 186000 miles per second
under whichever Galileian coordinate system we might choose to
start with ; the speed in the classical theory would be accepted as
186000 miles per second only as regards a reference system which
makes the hypothetical light-transmitting medium stationary. Xor
is there in the classical theory of optics anything which identifies
this jiarticular reference system with the suppositious system as re-
gards which the heavenly bo<lies have the "absolute motion" im-
agined by Newton. It is a misrepresentation of fact to say. as Ein-
steinians sometimes do. that in pre-Relativist days the luminiferous
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ether was taken in classical physics as the basis for an absolute sys-
tem of coordinates ; the thought did not even arise of calling in
optics to aid the theory of mechanics.
The Relativists give their special postulate an interpretation,
where light is concerned, which makes this innocent looking propo-
sition one pregnant with paradoxes. For they apprehend that if
"the same laws" are to hold good with all the different Tialileian
reference systems then the speed of light must always be c miles
per second, no matter -aJrich Galileian reference system be under
consideration. That is, if a ray of light is moving out from a Gali-
leian reference body ( /. e. a body which when taken as standard of
immobility gives a Galileian system of coordinates) with a speed
of 186000 miles per second towards a body which moves rectilin-
early to meet it with a uniform speed of 93000 miles per second,
then, according to the Relativist view, when this second body is
taken as a new standard of immobility (giving rise to another
Galileian svstem of coordinates) the speed of the ray of light
measured with reference to the new system cannot be 279000 miles
per second as pre-Einsteinian thinkers would have opined, but must
still be merely 186000 miles per second. Likewise, no matter how
fast a body may be retreating from the source of light, the speed
with which a ray of light overtakes it must, whether measured with
reference to the source or with reference to the receding body, be
always 186000 miles per second. Again, if two bodies, each so mov-
ing that it is capable of being taken as a Galileian reference body,
clash at a point as they pass one another, emitting then a single wave
of light, this wave, according to both the classical and the Einsteinian
theorv, would spread out in the form of a luminous spherical shell.
In the classical theory the center of this shell would be either the
point of the first body which clashed with a point on the other, or
the point of clash on the second body, or neither, according as
either the first body or the second body or neither was stationary
as regards the ether. But according to Relativist doctrine, if the
first body be taken as standard of immobility the point on it is and
remains the center of the spherical shell, while if the second body
be taken as standard the point on this body is and remains the cen-
ter, and this will continue to be the case even after the two bodies
have moved a few million miles apart. Since it is by a mere fiat of
the human mind that either body is made standard of immobility,
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this doctrine will seem to the layman very much like the assertion
that a sphere has two centers. It can. in fact, only be maintained
by special Einsteinian methods of measuring distances. .\nd such
manipulation of measurement, which is api>lied not only to distances
of space but also to lengths on bodies and to durations of time is
an essential feature of relativity theory. That it is possible to lav
down conventions of measurement under which distances, lengths
and derations are measured in various eccentric ways must be con-
ceded. For instance there is no logical inconsistency in some one
laying down the fiat that the measurement of all lengths and dis-
tances is to be based on a rubber yard-stick which he holds in his
hand and takes as standard of length. He can then assert that as
he stretches his yard-stick Paris and London come closer and closer
together, and that he can make the number of miles between them
to be only half what it was before. This statement, properly un-
derstood, is undeniable, but it is not a fact of any moment, and the
system of measurement under which it is true is in no way useful
to mankind. The rubber yard-stick of the Relativists is their doc-
trine that light always has the speed of 186000 miles per second as
regards every ("lalileian reference system whatsoever. This they
set up as a veritable fetish, demanding that science so adjust all its
measurements as to make this dogma hold good. Here at once it
becomes evident how far a rational staiidf>oint of rclatk'ity is from
affording support to the special postulate of relativity. According to
the former we ought indeed be able to describe the phenomena of
nature from the point of view of any reference system we choose
to adopt, and taking any particular reference system it ought to
be theoretically possible to formulate the laws of physics with this
as basis. But it would be taking an imjustitiable step in the dark
to pass from this to the Einsteinian d<"ctrine that the general laws
of physics can and ought to be so formulated as to be "the same"
when different reference systems are in question, and to regard this
sameness as ref|uiring light to have the speed of 186000 miles per
second no matter what Galilcian system of coordinates be in view.
And still more serious is the step taken in the general theory of re-
lativity where sameness of general laws is ( again on a priori
grounds) required alike for Galileian and non-Galileian reference
systems, the "sameness" stipulated here being technically described
as "covariance of the general equations of physics towards all trans-
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t'(irmalir)ns (if coordinates." I<clativi>ls arj^uc that a particular co-
ordinate s\ stem is merely a particular wav of r)bservinff nature, and
that as it is unthinkable that an observer can change the course of
nature by merely changinj^ the point of view from which he looks
at it, the general laws of nature must be "the same" under all sys-
tems of coordinates. Yet, strange to say. they hold that the length
of a body and the duration of an event can be and is changed by
merely looking at it in a different way—by a mere change in the
coordinate system under which it is \iewefl—this contention, which
would overthrow comj)letcly the mensuration of classical science,
being necessary to u])hr)ld the Relativist view under the interpre-
tntiiiii Rclati\ists give to the ])hrase ">amcness of law."
The scientific methcjds of measurement which the Relativists
ask us to abandon rest essentially on the assumj)tion that devices
for measuring lengths, durations, etc. are not affected by mere dis-
j)lacement in time or space or b\- mere change of the reference sys-
tem in view. The affirmation that the length of a measuring rod,
and in general the size and shape of a body, is not changed by trans-
j)orting it to a different sitration is termed the .\xiom of [*>ee Mo-
bility, and is one of the basic principles of geometry as that science
has hitherto been understoorl. One kind of change would indeed be
of indifference and that i.^ a change of all bodies, measuring rods
included, in the same pro])ortion. l^'or then the results of measure-
ment would be invariable, and such a change would be nnperceiva-
ble by the senses and could nf)t be noted. In fact it cannot be en-
visaged even as a possibility if we take the sound philosophical
ground that jjerceivability is the sine qua non of fact. The Axiom
of Free Mobility then merely asserts consistency of measurements,
of comjiarisons made at different places, anrl is sometimes more
properly set forth as the Axiom of Congruence, asserting that if
two geometrical figures are congruent (can be made to fit exactly
on fine another) at r^nc place anrl time they will also be congruent
at every other jjlace and every other time. Likewise in measuring
durations there is assumed an .Axiom of Consistency in Synchron-
eity to the effect that regular natural processes which are synchron-
ous at one ];art of s])ace and at one time will be synchronous at
every other ; that, for instance, a chemical process which measured
by a clock takes t seconds at one place and time will at another place
or another time or at another place anrj another time again ref|uire
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precisely t seconds for its completion on timing it by the same clock.
Science does not. it is true, assume that there are any wholly rigid
and invariable bodies making perfect measuring rods or any per-
fectly running clocks. lUu it does assume that variatit»ns in the
standard of nicasurcnK-nt can ])e com])ensated and allowed for.
and that these variations are never dre to mere space or time or to
the reference system ad(^i)ted but are caused by other observable
phenomena such as im])ressed force, temperature, etc.
A much dee])er and more coherent thinker thati Kinstein (and
one of his critics) I'aul Painleve, has pointed out that all science
has hitherto been based upon what he terms the Principle of Causal-
ity, namely '"When the same conditions are realized, at two ditter-
ent instants, in two different places of space, the same phenomena
always rej)roduce themselves displaced solely in si)ace and time.""*
This principle presupposes the existence of methods for measuring
lengths, durations, etc. and is only true when suitable conventions
of measurement have been adopted. And thus the principle has as
an imjjlication that "It is possible to adopt once for all and for all
phenomena a measure of length and a measure of time such that
the principle of causality will be true always and everywhere." To
adhere to classical geometry is to measure lengths etc. in a manner
suitable to the needs of the science, and the acceptance of classical
mechanics implies the assertion that "It is possible to adopt once
for all and for all the motions of the universe a method of reference
such that the Axioms of Mechanics will be true always and every-
where." this being substantially the view of Neumann. The dif-
ference between the classical point of view and that of relativity
may be well summed uj) by putting what we shall call the Postulate
of Pai}ilcvc in antithesis to the Postulates of Einstein. Under the
former name we jnit forth this assertion : The conventions of meas-
urenicnt adopted for the primary cjuautities of physics, i-ic. lengths,
durations, etc. ought to be so fratned that these attributes preserve
constancy in value when there is a change in phice, a change in time,
or a change from one coordinate system to anotlier. This voices
among other things our determination to adhere to the law of free
mobility. It is not, of course, sufficient for insuring consistency of
*Sce /.r.> A.rifliiis dc la Mecaiiique, ll.vamcn Critique, by Paul Painleve.
1922, in particular pp. 9. 11 and 23. Painleve's strictures were primarily di-
rected against the general theory of relativity, but apply with equal force
to the contractions of lengths and dilations of di^rations of the si>ecial theory.
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measurement of distances along paths of motion of points in space
(as contradistinguished from lengths of lines on bodies), and if
this be desired it is necessary to add a clause recognizing certain
particular reference systems as alone admissable in physical science.
Science must choose then between the Postulate of Painleve and the
Postulates of Einstein ; the latter is not compatible with the former,
and sacrifices consistency in measurement to covariance in equa-
tions.
Relativists, of course, take the ground that their postulates
and the conventions of measurement required to justify them are
not the result of an arbitrary fiat but flow naturally and inevitably
from the observation of nature. And it is hardly necessary to say
that they are particularly prone to make use of the Michelson-^Ior-
ley experiment as an argument. Dr. Carus. commenting on this,
remarked : "What this famous experiment has to do with the prin-
ciple of relativity except in a most general way is not yet clear to
those who have not joined the ranks of the relativity physicists
:
but the relativity physicists insist very vigorously and dogmatically
that it proves or at least favors their theory.""' The Relativists
bring the Michelson-]\Iorley experiment into play as upholding their
special postulate, but in point of fact the failure to detect an "ether
drift" by this experiment has no logical connection whatever with
the special relativity theory. For the experiment was carried out
on the earth, and the earth as reference body is not Galileian. and
thus has no concern with the special theory. If indeed it could be
shown that an ether drift was never to be found with a certain
Galileian reference body this would have a bearing on the doctrine
that the speed of light is invariably 186,000 miles per second, no
matter what Galileian coordinate system it be measured under.
But to base this conclusion on the behavior of a non-Galileian re-
ference body is what is known in logic as an ignoratio elciichi. This
being the case we need not stress the fact that transmission of light
on the earth's surface is not through a vacuum and does not take
place in the absence of gravitation. Nor need we point out that
the failure to observe an anticipated ether drift in an experiment
can be given various interpretations. Indeed Dr. L. Silberstein re-
marked that what we have learned from the Michelson-AIorley ex-
periment "stripped from every theoretical interpretation" is merely
5r/7(? Principle of Relativit\, Chicago, The Open Court Pub. Co., 1913,
p. 68.
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as follows: "Let ( ), A, li. he three points marked on a slab of
stone. Then whatever the i)hase-(lifTerence or time-laj? between the
lif^ht sifj^alling^ OAAC) and ()1>P>C) in one orientation of the slab,
it remains the same under any other orientation say, after turninjj;
the slab by 90 relatively to the I-'arth. tliat is. and no matter at
what season of the year."*^
The basic feature of Relativist mensuration is its theory of
simultaneity And the i)rimary idea here is that simultaneity, not
mcrelv as an occasioual necessity of ])ractice. but as a matter of
princi])le. must, with events not in the same neighborhood, be de-
termined by means of light signals flashed from the places where
the events take place—that the very definition of simultaneity in
such cases rests on the laws of the transmission of light. Relativists
thus repudiate with disdain the doctrine of classical science that si-
multaneity of occurrences at diflferent places is to be defined by
means of clocks which, having run synchronously when together,
may be taken as still synchronous when widely separated. This
path to the definition of simultaneity by way of the doctrine of the
constant speed of light was first ])ointed out by Poincare who re-
marked that the j^ostulate "that light has a constant speed and in
particular that its speed is the same in all directions" could be
taken as foundation for the notion of simultaneity. Acceptance of
the postulate he based on the Princii)le of Sufficient Reason, that
is to say, because there is no sufficient reason why any ])articular
direction should possess particular advantages for the projjaga-
tion of light, we may legitimately hold that all directions are alike
in this respect, and that in all of them light has the like speed. This
])Ostulate he asserted was one without which no measurement of
the speed of light could be even attempted. Yet in point of fact it is
(juite obvious that measurement of the speed of light could readily
be made under the assum])ti< n that the speed of light was not con-
stant provided some definite law was laid down fixing the relation
of its speed in one direction (or under one set of circumstances) to
its s])ecd in e\ery other. And if certain observations could
be interpreted either as a variation in the speed of light or a varia-
('•Phil. Mcuj., 1924, 48. p. 397. Moreover Miller (Science, 1926, 63. p. 434)
has pointed out that the first nonchalant assumption of the Relativists that the
Michcls()n-Mr)rley experiment gave a true zero or null result, showing no
difference in the light signalling under different orientations of the apiwratus.
is very far from the truth. The experinu-nt has never yielded a really null
result. The fact is simply that such an "ether drift" as might he anticipated
innlcr the assitinplioii that the ether 7>.'iis stdfionary as regards the sun or
the fixed stars did not make itself manifest.
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tion of lengths and of durations under the intluence of mere change
in time, in place or in reference system, then a physicist who ad-
hered to the Postulate of Painleve would accejit the former alter-
native.
Relativists however take the reverse i)oint of view and begin
by considering a (lalileian reference system in which the "{)ostulate
of the constant velocity of light" is understood to hold. A body
moving longitudinally in uniform translation with res])ect to this
gives the basis for a second (lalileian reference system. The latter
is usually likened to a train, which when itself taken as standard
of immobility is stationary, wliile the reference body of the other
system is not unlike an embankment alongside which runs the
"train" which is. of course, moving as regards this system of co-
ordinates. At the instant the front of the train is opposite a point
A on the embankment a flash of light is sent thence rearward, and
at the instant the rear is opposite a point B a flash is sent from here
forward. And the ((uestion is posed whether or not the passage of
A b}- the front and that of 15 by the rear of the train are simul-
taneous events. This question is considered as equivalent to that
as to whether the two flashes do or do not simultaneously reach
an obser\er midway between their origins. Now there might be
two such observers, one in the middle of the train, the other on an
embankment, halfway between A and V>. If then the light signals
reach the embankment-observer simultaneously it follows that they
could not reach the train-observer simultaneously, for he is moving
to meet the flash emitted from the front while moving away from
the flash which is striving to overtake him from the rear, hence
the latter will reach him later than the former. This, to be sure, is
merely an argument od liominou, for it is based on the classical
view that the motion of an observer towards or away from a source
of light makes a difference in the time it takes this light to reach
him. a view repudiated by the Relativists themselves who regard
each observer as making use of a reference system under which
he himself is stationary and under which light coming to him has
always, as regards this system, the constant speed of c miles per
second. The argument takes the ground that as regards the em-
bankment-observer the light flashes have ex hypothcsi this speed
(since it has been stipulated that the "postulate of the constant
velocity of light" holds as regards the embankment coordinate sys-
tem) but do not have it as regards the train-observer. But under
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the special theory of relativity the lii,^ht flashes would have the self-
same speed for both observers, and ought to reach both simultan-
eously. The Relativists contend that they have here demonstrated
the relativity of simultaneity and have shown that we should never
speak of two events as simultaneous in an absolute sense but only
as simultaneous when a given reference system is in view. But
in truth the conclusion thus drawn is based on premises taken
from two conflicting theories : the Relativist doctrine that simul-
taneity must be defined by means of light signals, and the classical
doctrine regarding the effect produced by motion of an observer
towards or away from a source of light. None the less the Rela-
tivists with arguments such as that just outlined, deem that they
ha\e overthrown the time-honored theory of chronometry. and
justified their demands for the acceptance of the two jwstulates of
the special theory. From the doctrine of relativity of simultaneity
they proceed to that of relativity of lengths and durations, and
contend that when change is made from a Galileian reference sys-
tem in which a rod is stationary to one in which it is moving lon-
gitudinally, its length contracts and that there is an analogous di-
lation of durations, the duration of any even taking place on one
Galileian reference body and measured in the first instance as re-
gards this, measuring up as a longer interval of time when con-
sidered from the point of view of another Galileian reference body
moving relatively to the first. In the case of the rod. the ordinary
method of measuring by direct application of a measuring stick is
accepted as satisfactory in the first reference system, but with the
second it is contended that the measuring stick must be applied
to something stationary as regards the new reference system. That
is. two points are determined on the "embankment" of the second
system which are simultaneously ojiposite the front and rear re-
spectively of the rod. And the length measured between these two
])oints is declared to be what we must take as the length of the
rod, so that if simultaneity is relative, length may well be so deemed.
This declaration however rests only on the ipse dixit of the Rela-
tivist. And science can—if it accepts the Postulate of Painleve.
unll—continue to regard the length as. in princii)le at least, de-
termined by direct measurement, notwithstanding the change to
a new standard of immobility under which both the body measured
and the measuring stick are alike in motion.
